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Form and function for the top
range of taillights
Dimatec’s expanded range of taillights has allowed it to enter with its head held high into a sector of sure
interest to vehicle manufacturers, who see in the bumper-taillight combination a privileged mode of vehicle
customization, within a perspective of good design, an imperative for today’s RV sector.
Words Antonio Mazzucchelli

ncreasingly oriented towards the OEM market, Dimatec has
recently focused on the lighting segment, where it operates
not just as a dealer, but also as a manufacturer, thus becoming a benchmark for
motorhome manufacturers. Indeed, the
relationship that links this manufacturer
based in Italy’s Lombardy region with lighting products is
historic and well consolidated, with an initial range of
lamps produced in the late ‘80s.
By now very well known for its
vast catalogue of interior and
porch lamps, Dimatec has recently
implemented to its production all lighting products generally understood as external lights.
These include marker lights, ‘third stop’ central
high lights and, above all, taillights. “With the addition of new products to our catalogue,” explains Alexander
Vohwinkel, Key Account Manager at
Dimatec, “we can say that we now have
a complete range of taillights dedicated
specifically to motorhomes. After having worked for twenty years
as Italian distributors for a major brand, for which we still take care
of their after-market and spare parts, in 2013 we decided to set off
on our own as manufacturers. In fact, in 2013 we implemented a
substantial renovation program that has seen Dimatec make its
mark in both the internal cabin lighting and external lighting segments. It’s a difficult market, no doubt, but the results we’ve achieved in just two years are more than encouraging.”
Right from the start, Dimatec has focused on LED technology, proposing a complete range of taillights that make use of LEDs for
position lights, stop lights, fog lights and reversing lights. The taillights are supplied to motorhome manufacturers, who then apply
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them to rear bumpers, normally built of thermoformed plastic
material. It’s no mystery that taillights are a very important element
for the automotive sector. Yes it’s true, motorhomes are not like
automobiles, and the front end is
generally the same for all of
them, given that standard
vehicle cabs are used
(except for integral chassis
motorhomes). Precisely because
customization options are very limited,
the rear bumper and taillights become a key mode of
differentiating the various vehicle models on the market.
These lighting solutions
can have a single function (e.g. position
lights only) or be multifunctional, incorporating
into a single light the position lights and other lights, such as stop
lights, reversing lights, signal lights and rear fog lights. Dimatec’s
catalogue features two newly designed types of LED taillights:
round lights and light bars. Circular multi-function taillights are
produced in two diameters, 120 and 140 millimeters, and are available in two different models, with concentric circles for the various
functions: the first model combines position lights, stop lights and
direction Indicator, whereas the second consists of position lights,
reversing lights and fog lights. Different combinations are also available, with more round lights, different light bars, or even a combination of round lights and light bars.
LED technology allows for a wide range of margins in terms of
design and lighting aesthetics, and above all guarantees reliability.
The LEDs used are in fact guaranteed for 50,000 hours of opera-
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must respect all European
standards in terms of
lighting, colorimetry, viewing
angles, light spectrum, and so on. The types
of LEDs are chosen by Dimatec based on the
specific functions required, taking into consideration the parameters for European approval for road use. Indeed, all light units and
their structure are designed based on the
required functions, where factors such as
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specialist supplier of lighting for
recreational vehicles, Dimatec
S.p.a. has been in business for over
three decades. Established in 1983, it
traces its roots even further back, to
when founder Richard Pirovino
began operating in the originalequipment industry as long ago as
1974. In 1989, the firm entered the
lighting sector with its own range of
lamps; a few years later, it launched
Veralux, a 12-Volt, 11-Watt fluorescent outdoor lamp that soon became a bestseller in the caravanning
market. Dimatec operates both in
the original-equipment market and
in the aftermarket. We sell our own
products while also acting as sales
agents bringing together recreational-vehicle manufacturers and component producers, offering a huge
gamut of accessories and spares.
Dimatec has been ISO 9001:2000certified from November 1999. Ever
since, the company has worked tirelessly to enhance its internal processes for reaching its objectives while
constantly striving to provide better
and better customer service. In 2009,
we upgraded our certification to the
new ISO 9001:2008 standard.
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luminous intensity and angle of illumination
are of fundamental importance.
“The exterior lighting sector is more complex
than interior lighting,” continues Alexander
Vohwinkel, “and it takes longer to enter this
specific market: on the one hand there are
complex European approvals for road use,
and on the other the development costs are
very high. A motorhome manufacturer, who
must provide both the taillights and rear
bumper unit which incorporates these lights
(often customized to measure for the shape
and dimensions on the lights used), certainly
cannot sustain a change in product in the
short term. This is why the life cycle for taillights is five to six years on average. Only
after this period of time has elapsed will a
manufacturer think of changing a vehicle
model or take on a restyling of the rear section of the vehicle. I must say that in this
sense we feel quite fortunate at Dimatec: we
arrived on the market just two years ago,
when some manufacturers were due for a
renewal in their models, entailing a replacement of their lighting units.”
Considering there aren’t that many light
units on the market, there’s a bit of a risk that
vehicles will all have the same ‘eyes’ as taillights, and we all know that the ‘eyes’ are an
essential part of our look. However, creating
a customized taillight is very difficult because
it’s expensive for a mid-level RV manufacturer: we’re talking about development costs of
around €300,000. It’s impossible for a manufacturer producing just 2,000 motorhomes a
year to sustain these costs. Just the same,
customization is possible by combining
various elements in the catalogue: light bars
and
round

lights, with the addition of the decorative frames Dimatec proposes to its customers.
Dimatec offers manufacturers diversified products; it’s up to them to think creatively in
order to come up with customized effects
that will provide each model with its own
special appeal and unique character. As an
example, we can mention the French manufacturer Fleurette which, from the taillights
illustrated in the Dimatec catalogue, was able
to create a very special effect, playing on the
shape of the thermoformed bumper unit and
taillight casing.
“While it’s true that compared to interior
lighting solutions, exterior lighting units offer
less possibilities for variations,” explains
Dimatec’s Key Account Manager, “due to the
fact that they must respect specific standards
for approval purposes, I believe it’s also true
that using a bit of imagination it’s possible, in
terms of design, to come up with something
quite unique even making use of standard
components.”
In any case, Dimatec always seeks to assist its
customers, in complying with requests for
minor changes compared to the standard,
and in varying details from one customer to
another. For some types of taillights, there
can be as many as five or six variations of the
same product, based on each specific customer.
“Indeed, LED taillights have become an
essential selling point,” concludes Alexander
Vohwinkel, “since they combine contemporary design with excellent reliability.
Traditional taillights, with old style lamps, are
still in the catalogue and are often preferred
for manufacturers outfitting a more economical motorhome. However, some manufacturers also opt for LED taillights for their entry
level models, since they give the vehicle a different and very marketable image. We
believe we’re on the right track, and the
fact that major brands such as Pilote,
McLouis, Foster and Fleurette have
chosen our taillights is an important
sign of confidence for us: in just a
short time, we’ve managed to launch a
line of valid products with a good
price/quality ratio.”
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